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InDesign CS3 or later

Create a 
folded flyer 
with a twist 

Jo Gulliver shows 
you how to create a 
dynamic folded leaflet 
– and make the most of a 
two-colour print job
 In this tutorial I’ll show you how to create a folded 
leaflet while making the most of limited assets and a two-colour 
print job. When trying new things it’s always good to talk to your 
printer at the earliest opportunity, to get their advice and input on 
how the final design will work (in this case the folk at Ripe Digital – 
www.ripedigital.co.uk). Any kind of flyer that sits outside of the 
standard folds – such as gatefold, letter fold, concertina fold and so 
on – is going to incur extra cost, as cutting dies will need to be 
specially created for these jobs. 
 I’m creating a leaflet for a fictional hairdressers using 
some black and white photography, but you can use any assets you 
have to hand to create yours – all you need are two complementary 
images that have been converted to black and white.

Jo Gulliver
 Jo is Computer 

Arts’ PPA Designer of 
the Year-nominated 
art editor. Her day 
typically involves 
commissioning  
cover art from the 
world’s most  
exciting designers, 
and shoots with  
the biggest names  
in design. 

Skills
   Setting up  
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document

   Working with  
a limited  
colour set

   Creative use 
of duplication
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02   Create a new document in 
InDesign with File>New>Document, 
setting the height and width as 210mm. 
Enter 9 in the Column field and 5 in the 
gutter, then set 5mm on all edges. 
Finally, choose ‘Deselect facing pages’ 
and hit OK. Drag a vertical ruler guide 
and place it in the centre of your page 
(at 105mm). Next, drag a horizontal 
guide and repeat, using your x and y 
measurement field for accuracy. Now 
you have two fold guides marked. 

01  To start, I first create a rough mock-up of the design to work out how my 
finished folded leaflet will look. Playing around with a few different options, I finally 
settle on a 210mm square, folded diagonally and then into a square. Using my 
mock-up as a guide, I start sketching out some rough ideas of how I want the content 
to work for the layout of the leaflet. I’ve chosen to use the two folded triangles as the 
front of my leaflet.

03  Draw over the ruler guides 
with your Line tool. Using your mock-up 
as reference, add your diagonal guide 
line, drawing a line from top right to 
bottom left. Colour your guide lines cyan 
so that they stand out from the rest of 
your design, then name the layer 
‘Guides’ in the Layers panel. Add more 
ruler guides 5mm out on each side of 
your vertical and horizontal fold lines for 
the margin on each section.

04   Duplicate the 
page and horizontally flip 
your diagonal guide line, 
making sure your ‘Guides’ 
layer is your top layer, and 
then lock it. Create an 
additional three layers 
called ‘Text’, ‘Graphics’ and 
‘Images’, and place them in 
this descending order. 
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12  With your design complete, you now need 
to prepare it for print. Make sure you have the 
correct bleed on all edges. Add a third page, delete 
all the content except for the line guides you created 
in Step 3, and colour these black. Remove the guide 
lines for the previous two pages. Check that all your 
colours are CMYK and all images are lined up to the 
document. Check your document in Overprint 
Preview and, if it looks fine, create a PDF with bleed 
and crop marks ready to send to the printers.

10   Copy the triangles and paste 
in place onto your second page. Place 
some interesting crops of your black 
and white images on the ‘Images’ layer 
under the triangle pattern area, aligning 
the edges with the horizontal and 
vertical lines of the triangles. Delete 
some of the triangles to create some 
interesting breaks in the pattern. 

08  Draw a square the size of your page  
(210mm). With ‘Constrain proportion for width  
and height’ turned on and the bottom left point 
selected in the Reference point icon, divide your 
width by 18. Now delete the top left anchor point  
of the square and duplicate it 18 times, keeping it 
aligned with the bottom of the page. Use the 
Distribute Horizontal Centers option from the  
Align palette to evenly space the triangles.

07  Draw a new frame the same 
size as the page, including bleed. Delete 
the top left corner anchor point. Use 
Cmd/Ctrl+D and import the second 
black and white image in the frame.

09  Copy and duplicate the triangles until 
you’ve filled the bottom right diagonal section of 
your grid, and fill them with your chosen colour. In 
the Effects palette options menu, select Hard Light. 
Add the triangle pattern to your Graphics layer and 
duplicate it to fill your bleed area.

11  Add and style up your text to the 
remaining white area of the page, working within 
the bleed guide lines and aligning elements with 
each other. Use your chosen colour to add interest 
and an entry point to the text. Return to your first 
page and add details such as contacts, opening 
times and so on to the top left section – that is, the 
back page of the leaflet.

 Keep it separate
 You may find it easier to work in a 
separate document which measures the 
same as your final folded leaflet when you 
are designing each area, as this can help you 
to better visualise the final product. Then you 
can simply paste the elements onto your 
leaflet document.
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06  Add your logo 
to the top left corner of 
the image and the URL to 
the bottom right corner. 
With both frames 
selected, hold Alt/Opt 
and drag to duplicate the 
image, rotate the image 
180 degrees and place it 
in the bottom left corner. 
With the Delete Anchor 
Point tool selected, 
delete the bottom right 
corner point of all 
frames, deleting the 
relevant logo and URL.

05  With your template and 
guides set, you can start to design 
the leaflet. Choose an impactful 
image converted to black and 
white for the cover image. With 
your ‘Images’ layer selected, draw 
a square frame in the top right and 
snap to guides. Fill the frame with 
your chosen colour, then duplicate 
the frame by copying and pasting 
in place. Set fill colour to None in 
the top box, then use Cmd/Ctrl+D 
to import and place the image, 
scaling and positioning it until you 
are happy. In the Effects palette 
drop-down menu, select Multiply.
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